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MG5 EV
Long Range
Europe’s first fully electric, fully loaded estate car

The new MG5 EV Long Range gives you more 
on every level. Whether you’re taking off with the 
family or hitting the road on business, Europe’s 
first fully electric, spacious and feature-filled 
estate gives you room for everything you need. 
There’s also as much as 250 miles* of range to  
get you there, as well as a host of features to  

make the journey easier – including our innovative 
MG Pilot driver assistance technology.
 
One of the most reassuring features of the new 
MG5 EV Long Range is our 7 year warranty,  
giving you peace of mind journey after journey.
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*MG5 EV range is 250 miles on the new WLTP combined test cycle and 334 miles on the WLTP city test cycle.



Big on space
We all need personal space, 
and the MG5 EV Long Range 
has plenty to offer. 

Up to five passengers can travel  
in comfort, while the boot has  
ample room for everyone’s luggage. 
There’s 464 litres with the load cover 
in place, or 578 litres with it retracted. 
Drop the 60:40 folding seat and you’ve 
got 1,456 litres for everything from 
large boxes and bikes to sports gear.

You won’t spend too much time 
powering up either, with the battery 
able to charge from 10% to 80% in 
under 40 minutes, using a 100kW CCS 
rapid charger. 

Big on range

The 8" colour touchscreen features  
Apple CarPlay™, Android Auto™, 
reversing camera and sat-nav.  
Not to mention MG Pilot, our high-tech 
suite of driver assistance technology  
to give you more confidence and  
safety on the road.

The MG5 EV Long Range  
keeps you connected and  
in control.

80%
<40 MINS 

ZERO
EMISSIONS

LOW RUNNING
COSTS

1,456 LITRE
BOOT**

250 MILE
ELECTRIC RANGE*

Once you’re ready to hit the 
road, the 61.1kWh MG5 EV  
Long Range battery can  
take you up to 250 miles* 
on a single charge. 

*MG5 EV range is 250 miles on the new WLTP combined test cycle and 334 miles on the WLTP city test cycle. 

**1,456 litres with the rear seats folded flat.

At a glance
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Big on features



Built for

The new MG5 EV Long Range is designed for everyday life, but it’s by no means ordinary.  
With generous boot capacity and a roomy cabin, your passengers can relax while it  
easily handles the load.

Whatever you need to transport, 
the new MG5 EV Long Range 
takes it all in its stride. From 
suitcases to bulky boxes, 
musical instruments to double 
buggies, you can move more in 
one go. And if the load is larger 
than normal, just drop the back 
seats and take advantage of 
1,456 litres of space.

or leisure
business
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The spacious boot still leaves 
room for back seat passengers, 
who can enjoy plenty of head  
and legroom, even behind a  
taller-than-average driver. 

In the front seat, you can get 
comfortable with the six-way 
adjustable driver’s and four-way 
adjustable passenger seats. 

Plus, there’s cloth upholstery  
on the Excite; or leather-style 
upholstery, heated front seats 
and driver’s lumbar support 
on the Exclusive. 

**1,456 litres with the rear seats folded flat.
LOW RUNNING

COSTS
ZERO

EMISSIONS
1,456 LITRE

BOOT**



Once you load up, sit back and start your journey, the new MG5 EV Long Range can keep going for  
250 miles* on a single charge of the 61.1kWh battery.

When it’s time to power up, you’ll have 80% battery charge 
in just 40 minutes using a 100kW CCS rapid charger.  
Enough time for a quick coffee.

You can charge your new MG5 EV Long Range however it 
suits you. Charge overnight at home on a standard 7kW 
home charger; or if you need a boost while you’re travelling, 
take advantage of the growing network of charge points 

the distance
Ready to go
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across the UK. You’ll easily find the CCS and Type 2 ports 
in the front grille.

The MG5 EV Long Range has also been designed with smart 
features to make the most of your range. The three levels of 
regenerative braking increase efficiency and optimise battery 
charge. And with Eco, Normal and Sport driving modes, the 
MG5 EV Long Range can adapt to your journey and driving style.

*MG5 EV range is 250 miles on the new WLTP combined test cycle and 334 miles on the WLTP city test cycle.

80%
<40 MINS 

250 MILE
ELECTRIC RANGE*



Keyless entry and push button start make 
setting off simple. On the road, the 8" colour 
touchscreen puts DAB radio, Bluetooth, USB 
ports, sat nav, air con, Apple CarPlay™ and 
Android Auto™ all at your fingertips - so you 
can keep track of the traffic in between your 
favourite podcasts or albums.

From the electric powertrain upwards, 
the new MG5 EV Long Range is 
loaded with features that make your 
journey easier, smarter and safer.

Smart features
for a more satisfying drive Our advanced MG Pilot driver assistance 

technology gives you the added  
confidence of state-of-the-art warning  
and alert features. It includes Adaptive  
Cruise Control to maintain a safe distance  
from the car in front; as well as Active 
Emergency Braking, Lane Keep Assist,  
Traffic Jam Assist, and Intelligent High Beam 
Assist that automatically dips the headlights 
when they detect an oncoming driver.

• MG Pilot

• Adaptive Cruise Control

• Apple Carplay™ / Android Auto™

• 8" colour touchscreen

• Satellite navigation

• USB ports

• Bluetooth
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Drive easier

Drive safer



Zero emissions means business and fleet buyers can benefit  
from a Benefit in Kind (BIK)* rate of just 1%. That means that 
company car drivers make big savings and employers save  
on associated National Insurance Contributions (NIC).

* From 6th April 2021 until 5th April 2022, full battery electric vehicles (BEVs, such as the MG5 EV), will pay 1% Benefit in Kind (BIK).  
The BIK rate is scheduled to rise to 2% for tax year 2022-23. All tax rates are subject to change by the UK Government.

**  A full charge (61.1kWh) will cost £10.51 at the UK average domestic electricity price of 17.2 pence per kWh. With a total combined range of 250 miles,  
this equates to 4.2 pence per mile.

Whether you’re driving the family or on the road for business, you can look forward to low running costs 
with the new MG5 EV Long Range. In fact, at current electricity prices, you can cover each mile for just 
four pence.**

running costs
Driving down
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The MG5 EV Long Range is also currently exempt from Vehicle 
Excise Duty (VED), the London Congestion Charge and ULEZ 
rates. So you can enjoy your freedom, while you do your bit for  
the planet.

LOW RUNNING
COSTS

ZERO
EMISSIONS



Intelligent High Beam Assist
When the headlight high beam is set 
to the AUTO position, the system 
automatically switches to low beam 
when it detects a vehicle ahead.  
This enables drivers to maximise  
the use of high beam, making  
night-time driving safer, without  
the risk of dazzling oncoming traffic. 

Active Emergency Braking (AEB)
At speeds below 12mph, the car will 
automatically apply its brakes to avoid  
a collision with a vehicle, bicycle or 
pedestrian. At speeds above 12mph,  
AEB will reduce the likelihood or  
mitigate the severity of an accident.

Lane Keep Assist (LKA)
Lane Keep Assist uses a camera 
to detect lane markings ahead and 
monitors the vehicles position in its lane. 
When the function detects the vehicle is 

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
Adaptive Cruise Control monitors the 
road ahead. As long as the road ahead  
is clear, ACC maintains the speed set  
by the driver. If the system spots a 
slower vehicle within its detection range, 
it gently reduces speed by reducing 
motor power or actively engaging the 
brake control system. If the vehicle 
ahead speeds up or changes lanes,  
ACC automatically accelerates back  
to the driver’s desired speed.

Intelligent Speed Limit Assist
The car will actively detect speed limit 
signs and alert the driver of the current 
speed limit by way of a symbol on the 
driver’s instrument cluster. The symbol 
acts as a reminder to the driver, reducing 
the risk of exceeding the speed limit.

about to unintentionally move out of  
its lane, it applies a subtle corrective 
steering input to keep the car within 
its lane. The driver may also select an 
alternative Lane Departure Warning, 
where the vehicle will warn the driver  
of an imminent lane departure by means 
of a visual, audible and steering wheel 
vibration but will not perform a  
corrective input.

Traffic Jam Assist (TJA)
When Adaptive Cruise Control is  
turned on, Traffic Jam Assist continuously  
analyses the speed of the surrounding 
vehicles and compares it with its own 
driving speed. If the system detects 
dense traffic or a traffic jam at speeds 
below 35mph, the driver can activate 
TJA. The car will automatically follow 
the vehicle in front, controlling its 
acceleration, braking and steering  
within the same lane.

The MG Pilot suite of high-tech driver assistance technology gives you added confidence on the road.  
A selection of warning and alert features assist the driver, maintaining safety and simplifying  
everyday driving.

MG Pilot

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)

Traffic Jam Assist (TJA)



PICCADILLY BLUE 
METALLIC PAINT

ARCTIC WHITE
STANDARD PAINT

colours
A choice of

Make it your own. Choose from a range of dynamic, popular colours  
and finishes to suit every taste.5

Tri-Coat and metallic paint optional at extra cost.

BLACK PEARL 
METALLIC PAINT

DYNAMIC RED 
TRI-COAT PAINT

WESTMINSTER SILVER  
METALLIC PAINT
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• MG Pilot driver assistance technology 

• 8" colour touchscreen

• DAB radio

• Android Auto™ / Apple CarPlay™

• 6-speaker audio system with 3D sound

• Bluetooth connection

• Rear parking camera

• Electric parking brake with Auto-Hold

• Three driving modes (Eco, Normal, Sport)

• Satellite navigation

• Three regenerative braking modes (1,2,3)

• Rotary gear selector

• Speed sensing locking

• Adaptive Cruise Control

• Remote central locking with push  
button engine start

• Trip computer

• Air conditioning with odour filter

• Fabric upholstery

• Leather steering wheel

• Driver & passenger sun visor with mirror

• 7" colour driver information display

• Front & rear electric windows with  
driver’s one-touch up/down

• 4x USB ports

• USB mobile phone charging function

• 12v power socket

Excite
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• Smart keyless entry with push button  
engine start

• Leather style perforated upholstery

• Heated front seats

• Electric driver’s 6-way adjustable seat

• Driver’s seat lumber adjustment

• Auto air conditioning with odour filter

• Front & rear electric windows with  
front & rear one-touch up/down

• Auto dimming rear view mirror

• Rain sensing wipers

• Silver roof rails

Exclusive
as Excite plus…
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The new MG5 EV Long Range offers so much and you can make it even more 
personal and practical, with our tailor-made range of accessories.

See the range at mg.co.uk/owners 

Accessories
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PERFORMANCE & TRANSMISSION Excite  
Long Range

Exclusive 
Long Range

Transmission Automatic 1 Speed Automatic 1 Speed

Driven wheels Front Wheel Drive Front Wheel Drive

Electric motor type Synchronous Motor Synchronous Motor

Battery capacity (nominal), kWh 61.1 61.1

Battery capacity (usable), kWh 57.7 57.7

Maximum power, PS (kw) 156 (115) 156 (115)

Maximum torque, lb ft (NM) 192 (260) 192 (260)

0-30mph, seconds 3.2 3.2

0-60mph, seconds 7.3 7.3

0-62mph (100kmh) 7.7 7.7

Maximum speed, mph (km/h) 115 (185) 115 (185)

CO2 - WLTP combined, g/km 0 0

Charger connection type Combined Type 2 and CCS Combined Type 2 and CCS

Estimated charging time (2.2kW 3-Pin Domestic) to 100% (emergency use) 26.5 hours 26.5 hours

Estimated charging time (7kW fast charger), to 100% 9.5 hours @ 25°C 9.5 hours @ 25°C

Estimated charging time (50kW public rapid charger), to 80% 61 minutes 61 minutes

Estimated charging time (100kW public rapid charger), to 80% 40 minutes 40 minutes

Electric driving efficiency -  
miles/kWh (kWh/100km)

 Combined 3.5 (17.5) 3.5 (17.5)

 City 5.2 (11.8) 5.2 (11.8)

Maximum driving range -  
miles (km)

 Combined 250 (403) 250 (403)

 City 334 (539) 334 (539)

Technical specification

WARRANTY & SERVICING

Service intervals 1 year/15,000 miles

Manufacturer’s warranty 7 years/80,000 miles

DIMENSIONS Excite  
Long Range

Exclusive 
Long Range

Overall length (mm) 4,544

Width exc. mirrors (mm) 1,818

Overall width inc. mirrors (mm) 2,059

Height exc. roof rails (mm) 1,521

Height inc. roof rails (mm) - 1,543

Wheelbase (mm) 2,659

Front track (mm) 1,558

Rear track (mm) 1,553

Boot capacity 
(seats folded) (l) 1,456

Boot capacity  
(seats up - to luggage cover) (l) 464

Boot capacity  
(seats up - loaded to roof) (l) 578

WEIGHT Excite  
Long Range

Exclusive 
Long Range

Kerb weight (kg) 1,550 1,565

Gross vehicle weight (kg) 1,992 2,007

Maximum roof rail load (kg) - 75

Turning circle (m) 11.3
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Wheelbase 2,659mm

Length 4,544mm

Width - including mirrors 2,059mm

Height - 
including  
roof rails
1,543mm

Width - excluding mirrors 1,818mm



Equipment
COMFORT & CONVENIENCE Excite  

Long Range
Exclusive 

Long Range

Air conditioning with odour filter •

Auto air conditioning with odour filter •

Remote central locking with push button engine start •

Smart keyless entry with push button engine start •

Speed sensing locking • •

7" Colour driver information display • •

Rain sensing wipers •

12v power socket • •

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) • •

Leather steering wheel • •

Height & reach adjustable steering wheel • •

Rotary gear selector • •

Electric parking brake with auto-hold • •

Three driving modes (Eco, Normal, Sport) • •

Three regenerative braking modes (1,2,3) • •

Driver & passenger sun visor with mirror • •

Front & rear electric windows with driver's one-touch up/down •

Front & rear electric windows with front & rear one-touch up/down •

Auto dimming rear view mirror • •

Adjustable dual-height boot floor • •

SEATING Excite  
Long Range

Exclusive 
Long Range

Fabric upholstery •

Leather style perforated upholstery •

Driver's 6-way adjustable seat •

Electric driver's 6-way adjustable seat •

Passenger's 4-way adjustable seat • •

Driver's seat lumber adjustment •

Heated front seats •

Front seat back map pockets • •

2nd row 60:40 split fold seat • •

MG PILOT Excite  
Long Range

Exclusive 
Long Range

Active Emergency Braking (AEB)  
with pedestrian and bicycle detection • •

Lane Keep Assist (LKA) with 
Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS) • •

Traffic Jam Assist (TJA) • •

Intelligent Speed Limit Assist • •

Intelligent High Beam Assist • •

SAFETY & SECURITY Excite  
Long Range

Exclusive 
Long Range

ABS and EBD • •

Rear ISOFIX (x2) • •

Front side airbags • •

Front dual airbags • •

Side curtain airbag • •

TPMS • •

ESP • •

Hill Launch Assist • •

EBA • •

Front & rear seat belt reminder • •

Front seat belt  
(3 point with pretensioner and load limiter) • •

Alarm & engine immobiliser • •

EXTERIOR Excite  
Long Range

Exclusive 
Long Range

Bi-function projection headlights • •

LED daytime running lights • •

Auto headlights • •

LED centre brake light • •

Follow me home headlights • •

Silver roof rails •

Rear parking sensors • •

Electrically adjustable, body colour door mirrors •

Electrically adjustable, folding, heated,  
body colour door mirrors •

Front and rear aero wiper • •
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IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT Excite  
Long Range

Exclusive 
Long Range

6-speaker audio system with 3D sound • •

4x USB ports • •

8" colour touchscreen • •

DAB radio • •

Satellite navigation • •

Apple CarPlay™ • •

Android Auto™ • •

Rear parking camera • •

USB mobile phone charging function • •

Bluetooth connection • •

Trip computer • •

WHEELS & TYRES Excite  
Long Range

Exclusive 
Long Range

16" 'Meteor' alloy wheel 205/60 R16 • •

Tyre repair kit • •



To enjoy mile after mile of hassle-free 
motoring, you can avoid the worry of 
unexpected costs with an MG Service 
Plan. Your MG will be protected for up 
to seven years with a mileage range of 
your choice. And it will have the care and 
attention of the MG authorised repairer 
network, offering genuine parts and 
factory trained staff. 

Aftercare
7 year warranty
Lasting peace of mind comes as 
standard with every MG. The new 
MG5 EV Long Range offers the 
reassurance of our full 7 year / 80,000 
mile warranty, which includes the 
lithium-ion battery.

Our warranty ensures that expert MG 
technicians will always be able to keep 
your car in the best of health. It’s also 
fully transferable to future owners.

MG Service Plans
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The new MG5 EV Long Range is part of our 
dynamic, forward-looking family of cars. 
We offer two other electrified models: 
the MG ZS EV full battery electric SUV, 
and the MG HS Plug-in Hybrid, our first 
plug-in hybrid SUV. There’s also our fun, 
nippy hatchback, the MG3; plus the 
spacious MG ZS compact SUV and the 
impressive family-sized MG HS SUV.

All new MGs offer the reassurance of our  
7 year warranty and the friendly expert 
support of our nationwide network of 
professional, experienced dealers.

Our family
Get behind the wheel of the new MG5 EV Long Range 
and experience the space, efficiency and smart features 
first-hand. Book your test drive at your MG dealer today  
or online at:

mg.co.uk
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Twitter-square facebook youtube-square instagram
twitter.com/mgmotor
facebook.com/mgmotor
youtube.com/mg
instagram.com/mgmotoruk

Book a test drive today



Terms and Conditions: Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate and up to date at the time of being 
published (July 2021). Please note colours and accessories are for illustrative purposes only. Colours and finishes replicated are subject to limitations 
of the printing process and may vary from actual colour and paint finish. MG Motor UK endorses a policy of continuous improvement and reserves the 
right to make changes at any time without notice to colours, accessories, material, design, shape, specification and models. Items may be discontinued 
at any time. Actual UK specification may vary from vehicles shown. For latest information, please speak to your MG dealer.

Twitter-square facebook instagrammg.co.uk


